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His hold broke and she rolled to her feet. 
He did the same and moved fast. She caught 
a blow to the stomach and went back to 
her knees.

A hard fist landed on her shoulder  
and she couldn’t stop the cry from escaping 
her lips.

She struggled for breath even as she 
searched for the front door. He was strong 
and knew the layout. She was hurting and 
couldn’t see.

Time to run.
She rose to her feet and whirled for the exit 

as he moved in for another hit. She ducked and 
spun. His fist whistled past her nose and she 
knew if he managed to connect with her face, 
she was down for the count. She tripped and 
went down, her knee kissing the floor with a 
hard thud. She cried out and rolled, scrambled 
up and to the door. Her fingers wrapped around 
the knob.

“Oh no you don’t,” he barked. A hand grasped 
her shoulder and gave a hard jerk. She went 
down again, this time slamming her elbow 
against the floor. Pain shot through her arm. 

But she recognized the voice. “Ian? Stop!” she 
gasped. “Stop.”

A low growl to her left. Nails clicked on the 
hardwoods. Jackie froze.

“Off Gus.” His hand flexed. Released.  
Her stomach hurt, her shoulder, knee and elbow 
throbbed. She fought to catch her breath.  
Her weapon still rested in the holster under her  
left arm. 

“Who are you?” he demanded in a low voice.
“Jackie . . . Sellers.” She needed a minute. He had 

a hard punch. Her stomach cramped and nausea 
swept through her. She thought she could take care 
of herself just fine, but he had some wicked good 
fighting skills.

Silence. “Jackie?”

praise for lynette eason

“Readers will be on the edge of their seats 
till the final chapter.”—Publishers Weekly on 
Nowhere to Turn

“Eason has a first-rate ability to write twisting 
plots that keep the reader guessing the identity 
of the true villain until the very end.” 
—RT Book Reviews on Nowhere to Turn
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hidden idenTiTy

1 No One to Trust
978-0-8007-2208-1
2 Nowhere to Turn
978-0-8007-2209-8
deadLy reunions

1 When the Smoke 
Clears
978-0-8007-2007-0
2 When a Heart Stops
978-0-8007-2008-7
3 When a Secret Kills
978-0-8007-2009-4

Women of JusTiCe

1 Too Close to Home
978-0-8007-3369-8
2 Don’t Look Back
978-0-8007-3370-4
3 A Killer Among Us
978-0-8007-3371-1
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shelf talker
978-0-8007-6993-2

about the author

Lynette Eason is the bestselling 
author of the WoMen of JustiCe series 
and the DeaDLy reunions  
series, as well as No One to Trust 
and Nowhere to Turn. She is a 
member of American Christian  
Fiction Writers and Romance  
Writers of America. She lives in 
South Carolina. Learn more at  
www.lynetteeason.com.
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It’s not every day you see your childhood friend and one-time crush on national news. Jackie Sellers 
just wishes it were under different circumstances. She can’t believe that Ian Lockwood is wanted in 

connection with a terrorist plot, and she’s determined to find him and help him clear his name. But she’s 
not the only one looking. The FBI wants him captured. The bad guys want him dead. Ian just wants to stay 
alive long enough to save thousands of innocent lives.

Lynette Eason throws readers right into the action from page one, propelling them along a dangerous 
road and asking the provocative question of how far we’d be willing to go if we were up against a wall.

No Place to Hide
Hidden Identity #3
Lynette Eason

 • Taut writing and breakneck 
pacing will appeal to fans of 
Terri Blackstock 
 • Eason’s romantic suspense 
novels have sold over 
200,000 copies
 • In 2013, Eason won an ACFW 
Carol Award and was a 
finalist for ECPA Book of the 
Year

Breathtaking Suspense from 
Consistent Bestseller Lynette Eason
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The gregory sisTers

1 When Love Calls
978-0-8007-2181-7

praise for the series

“Seilstad’s sweet, amusing, heartwarming romance fea-
tures vibrant and charming characters, intriguing historical 
detail, and genuine flashes of family humor.”  
—RT Book Reviews on When Love Calls

“Good humor, luminous faith, and heartfelt attraction 
make this . . . a wholesome, satisfying, and thoroughly  
enjoyable read. . . . a cut above the rest.” 
—RT Book Reviews on While Love Stirs

about the author

A history buff, antique collector, 
and former high school English 
teacher, fan favorite Lorna Seil-
stad is the author of When Love 
Calls, While Love Stirs, and the Lake 
ManaWa suMMers series. A member 
of American Christian Fiction Writ-
ers, Lorna lives in Iowa with her 
husband. Learn more at  
www.lornaseilstad.com.
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Available: May 19
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ebook: $14.99
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 • Lively dialogue and spirited characters 
capture readers from the first page

 • Three very different sisters pledge to help  
one another achieve their dreams in the 
Gilded Age

 • “Wholesome, satisfying, and thoroughly 
enjoyable . . .  A cut above the rest.” 
—RT Book Reviews on While Love Stirs

Tessa Gregory is nothing if not tenacious. Denied a position as a horticulturalist at 
prestigious Como Park in Saint Paul, she is not above a little benevolent deception 

in order to get the park superintendent to change his mind and hire her. She plans to 
infiltrate the world of wealthy and influential people in hopes of drumming up financial 
support for a world-class conservatory. But before she can put those plans into action, 
she meets Reese King, a handsome gardener at Como Park—and a major distraction. 
Still, Reese might be the key to achieving her dream. But is his goal to help her . . . or to 
capture her heart?

Against a lush backdrop of early twentieth century Saint Paul, Minnesota, Lorna 
Seilstad weaves a sweet and sassy story that is sure to please. Tessa’s young romance 
opens like a rose, stealing readers’ hearts and filling their senses with the intoxicating 
fragrance of dreams come true.

As Love Blooms
The Gregory Sisters #3
Lorna Seilstad

“Artfully decorated period piece with details that 
transport readers.”—Booklist on While Love Stirs

2 While Love Stirs
978-0-8007-2182-4
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Amanda Cabot is the bestsell-
ing author of the texas DreaMs 
series, the WestWarD WinDs series, 
Christmas Roses, and At Bluebonnet 
Lake. Her books have been finalists 
for the ACFW Carol Awards and 
the Booksellers’ Best. She lives in 
Wyoming. Learn more at  
www.amandacabot.com.
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Available: May 19
$14.99
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trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
368 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2326-5

Category: FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / Romance
Rights: Worldwide

 • “Amanda is a master at creating authentic 
characters with foibles and dreams.” 
—Jane Kirkpatrick, New York Times bestselling 
author of A Light in the Wilderness

 • Cabot’s romance novels continue to receive 
accolades as finalists for the ACFW Carol 
Awards and the Booksellers Best Award 

 • “Uplifting and inspiring, the story speaks to 
the way nostalgia wisely finds a place in the 
modern world.”—Publishers Weekly on  
At Bluebonnet Lake

Marisa St. George is devastated when she is a victim of downsizing and has no 
choice but to return to the small Texas town where she grew up. Though it’s a 

giant step backward, she accepts a position as business manager at the struggling 
Rainbow’s End resort. The only silver lining is Blake Kendall, a new guest who is making 
her believe in love at first sight. But will her dreams of happily-ever-after be turned 
upside down when she discovers who he really is?

Romance readers will love this warm and witty story of mistaken identity and 
second chances from bestselling author Amanda Cabot.

In Firefly Valley
Texas Crossroads #2
Amanda Cabot

She Lost Her Dream Job, but Has She 
Found the Man of Her Dreams?

also available

Texas Crossroads

1 At Bluebonnet Lake
978-0-8007-3434-3

praise for aManda cabot

“Cabot combines high-dollar glitz, a down-to-earth com-
munity, and two love stories in this appealing contempo-
rary Christian romance.”—Booklist on At Bluebonnet Lake
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“Maybe we shouldn’t be here.” Charlie’s 
words could barely be heard above the 
howling wind. 

Elizabeth was beginning to think the 
same, but time had nearly run out. Within 
days, she must sail for Charleston, where 
she was expected to secure a prominent 
match. That meant leaving her beloved 
Key West and the man who had captured 
her affections. Today might be her only 
opportunity to change the course her parents 
had set out for her. 

She and Charlie had nearly reached the 
harbor, where Rourke O’Malley’s wrecking 
sloop was moored. Just thinking of him 
bolstered her courage. Though the rain now 
pelted down, ruining the fine blue muslin 
gown she’d donned just for him, maybe he’d 
see her as courageous. 

“Can we go home?” Charlie asked. 
She yanked her brother toward the 

wharves. “We need to secure our skiff.” 
The twelve-foot boat belonged to Charlie, 

but he went sailing only when she bribed 
him. She adored the freedom of the turquoise 
seas and seized every chance to improve her 
seafaring skills. That secret love cost her many an 
evening helping Charlie complete his studies. 

When she told her maid this morning why 
they must leave the house in such weather, 
Anabelle had shaken her head and proclaimed 
that Mother would tan both their hides when 
she found out. 

“We will be home before Mother returns,” 
Elizabeth had assured her. She could wriggle 
anything past the girl who giggled with her every 
night after the lamps were blown out. “She’ll never 
know we were gone.” 

The striking, caramel-colored maid grinned. 
“You’re a fool for him.” 

Elizabeth had pretended she didn’t know who 
Anabelle meant, which was silly, considering 
their every conversation centered on him. Rourke 
O’Malley wasn’t the richest wrecker in Key West, 
but he was by far the handsomest and most daring. 
His bronzed skin and eyes the color of the emerald 
depths made her stomach flutter. His smile left her 
speechless. For the first time in her life, she’d seen an 
advantage to being born female. 
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978-0-8007-6990-1

about the author

Christine Johnson is the author 
of several books for Steeple Hill 
and Love Inspired and has been 
twice named a finalist for Ro-
mance Writers of America’s Golden 
Heart® award. When not writing, 
she loves to hike and explore God’s 
majestic creation. These days, she 
and her husband, a Great Lakes 
ship pilot, split their time between northern Michigan 
and the Florida Keys.
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When her mother dies, Elizabeth Benjamin heads home to Key West, determined to transform 
herself into the perfect Southern belle her parents always wished her to be. But nothing goes 

according to plan. Her crippled brother resents her, the servants do not obey her, and Rourke O’Malley, 
the dashing man she vowed to forget, refuses to relinquish his hold on her heart. Worst of all, it becomes 
painfully obvious that her father is not the upright man he appears to be.

As family secrets come to light, Elizabeth is faced with a difficult choice: to do her duty and  
abandon her dreams, or to leave her life of privilege behind to chase the man her father sees as little  
better than a pirate.

From the first emotional page, author Christine Johnson throws readers into a world of impossible 
choices, hidden desires, and heart-melting romance in the steamy south. Readers will cheer for Elizabeth 
and Rourke as they battle the odds and the elements to secure their future. 

Love’s Rescue
Keys of Promise #1
Christine Johnson

 • Can a tomboy become  
the perfect Southern belle in 
order to gain her  
father’s approval?
 • Compelling writing brings 
alive beautiful 1850s  
Key West, Florida
 • Johnson has been an  
award-winning and popular 
author with Steeple Hill  
and Love Inspired

A Heroine Trying to Make Amends 
Uncovers Secrets Long Buried
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Melody Carlson is the 
award-winning author of over 
two hundred books with sales 
of more than 6.5 million. She 
received a Romantic Times 
Career Achievement Award in the 
inspirational market for her many 
books, including Finding Alice. She 
and her husband live in central 
Oregon. Learn more at  
www.melodycarlson.com.
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Available: June 2
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ebook: $14.99
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 • Living in New York City is her dream, but will  
it bring the love she longs for?

 • Carlson’s novels for adults have sold  
1.2 million copies

 • Will appeal to fans of Rachel Hauck, Susan May 
Warren, and Denise Hunter

Managing the Value Lodge in her hometown was not what Anna Gordon had 
in mind when she set out in the hospitality industry. But it’s a safe choice 

for a woman whose childhood was anything but stable. Out of the blue, she gets a 
once-in-a-lifetime chance to reinvent herself by moving to New York City, where she 
hopes for a management position at a stylish new boutique hotel. The big city is full of 
surprises—not the least of which is Sean O’Neil. Her childhood crush has applied for 
the very same position!

Sweet, romantic, and endlessly entertaining, this romp through the storied streets of 
New York City will enchant readers. Melody Carlson has created characters so charming 
that readers will long to meet them in the lobby of the stunning Rothsberg Hotel.

Once Upon a Summertime
Follow Your Heart #1
Melody Carlson

A Sweet Romantic Jaunt through  
New York City
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Internationally known psychologist, 
radio and television personality, 
speaker, and educator Dr. Kevin 
Leman has taught and entertained 
audiences worldwide. The New York 
Times bestselling and award-winning author of over 50 
books, including The Birth Order Book, Born to Win, Have 
a New Family by Friday, and Have a New Kid by Friday has 
made thousands of house calls through FOX & Friends, The 
View, TODAY, Bill Bennett’s Morning in America, CBS’s The 
Early Show, The 700 Club, and CNN.  

Jeff Nesbit is a former communica-
tions director to the vice president at 
the White House, served as the director 
of public affairs for two prominent 
federal science agencies, and has been a 
national journalist with Knight Ridder Newspapers. He is the 
author of 20 novels. Cocreator of the Emmy award-winning 
Science of the Olympic Winter Games and the Science of 
NFL Football video series with NBC Sports, Jeff is executive 
director for Climate Nexus and writes “At the Edge,” a weekly 
science column for U.S. News & World Report.

also available

The Birth Order Book
978-0-8007-2384-2
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shelf talker
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 • Dramatic new series explores dynamics of 
birth order in a powerful, wealthy family with 
aspirations for the White House 

 • Dr. Leman is an internationally known psychologist 
and author of  The Birth Order Book, with sales of 
over 2 million copies

 • Novelist Jeff Nesbit is a former communications 
director to the vice president at the White House 
and columnist for US News & World Report

As the firstborn son of an old and powerful family, William Jennings Worthington VI 
knows what it’s like to be under pressure. Groomed from birth with the relentless 

message that he was destined for greatness, Will has always pushed himself to 
succeed—nearly as much as his never-satisfied financial tycoon father pushes him. 
Becoming CEO of his company seems the next logical step on the success ladder. But 
when circumstances turn, Will finds himself staring down a road that leads to the 
greatest prize in the nation—the White House. Can he trade the board room for the 
situation room? Or will a closetful of family secrets keep him from his destiny? 

Bestselling author, psychologist, and birth order expert Dr. Kevin Leman teams up 
with novelist and journalist Jeff Nesbit for this compelling new series. In a culture that 
can’t get enough of political intrigue and sneak peeks inside powerful families, this 
book is sure to find a ready audience.

A Perfect Ambition
The Worthington Destiny #1
Dr. Kevin Leman and Jeff Nesbit

Political Power Plays Fuel Gripping  
New Series
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1 Deadly Devotion
978-0-8007-2222-7

praise for the series

“Orchard infuses romance with suspense and keeps the 
excitement coming page after page.”—Booklist on  
Blind Trust

“Full of mystery, action, and adventure. It will keep you 
flipping pages as you become involved in the investiga-
tion.”—Suspense Zone on Deadly Devotion

“Something fresh!”—USA Today’s Happily Ever After blog 
on Deadly Devotion

about the author

Sandra Orchard is the award-
winning author of several inspirational 
romantic suspense/mysteries, includ-
ing Deadly Devotion, winner of the 
2014 The Word Award for suspense, 
and Blind Trust. Her Love Inspired 
Suspense titles have garnered two 
Canadian Christian Writing Awards and 
a Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice 
Award. Sandra has also received a Daphne du Maurier Award for 
Excellence in Mystery/Suspense. In addition to her busy writing 
schedule, Sandra enjoys speaking at events and teaching writing 
workshops. She lives in Ontario, Canada. Learn more about 
Sandra’s books and check out the special bonus features, such as 
deleted scenes and location pics, at www.sandraorchard.com.
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Available: June 2
$14.99
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trade paper
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368 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2330-2
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 • Kate Adams won’t be safe until all of Port 
Aster’s secrets are revealed

 • Fast-paced, dialogue-driven novel that keeps 
readers guessing until the very end

 • Orchard is the winner of the Romantic Times 
2012 Reviewer’s Choice Award and The Word 
Award for suspense in 2014

Researcher Kate Adams has finally pinpointed the medicinal plant responsible for 
tearing her family apart. She’s certain that discovering its secrets is her only hope of 

solving the mystery surrounding the disappearance of her father. Kate will risk anything 
to find the truth—even her budding relationship with Detective Tom Parker. But more 
people than she can fathom are after the plants and going it alone just might prove to 
be a fatal mistake.

Award-winning author Sandra Orchard pulls out all the stops in this breakneck and 
breathtaking conclusion to the Port Aster series. Fans will not be disappointed by the 
surprises they find inside.

Desperate Measures
Port Aster Secrets #3
Sandra Orchard

Thrilling Conclusion Gives Readers the  
Answers They’ve Been Waiting For

2 Blind Trust
978-0-8007-2223-4
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1 A Place in His Heart
978-0-8007-2218-0

about the author

Rebecca DeMarino is the 
author of A Place in His Heart and 
a member of American Christian 
Fiction Writers, Romance Writers of 
America, and The Southold Long 
Island Historical Society. She was a 
2011 Genesis Award semi-finalist. 
Rebecca is retired from a major 
airline and lives in the Pacific 
Northwest with her husband, Tom. Learn more at  
www.rebeccademarino.com.
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Available: July 7
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trade paper
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352 pages
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ebook: $14.99
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Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • DeMarino’s own family history combines with 
in-depth historical research

 • Set in a unique time and place in American 
colonial history—1653, Long Island

 • “DeMarino’s lovely prose and engaging 
characters make for a promising debut.” 
—RT Book Reviews on A Place in His Heart

It is 1653 and Heather Flower, a princess of the Montauk tribe, is enjoying her wedding 
feast when her groom is killed and she is kidnapped by a rival tribe and held for 

ransom. Though her ransom is paid by an Englishman, she is nonetheless left to die in 
a Connecticut forest—until she finds herself rescued by handsome Dutch Lieutenant 
Dirk Van Buren. Torn between her affection for Dirk and her long friendship with family 
friend Benjamin Horton, Heather Flower must make a difficult choice—stay true to her 
friend or follow her heart.

Exploring a unique slice of history, Rebecca DeMarino transports readers to the wild 
land that would eventually become Long Island, New York. Her attention to detail and 
her captivating storytelling bring the New World to vivid life.

To Capture Her Heart
The Southold Chronicles #2
Rebecca DeMarino

A Kidnapped Montauk Princess Must 
Choose between Loyalty and Love

© Something Blue Photography
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The daTing games

The Dating Games #1: First Date
978-0-8007-2131-2
The Dating Games #2: Blind Date
978-0-8007-2128-2
The Dating Games #3: Double Date
978-0-8007-2129-9

praise for the series

“A fast read and amusing story.”—RT Book Reviews on 
Dating Games #1: First Date

 “Good advice and a fun story help teens navigate the excit-
ing and sometimes awkward world of dating.” 
—CBA Retailers on Dating Games #2: Blind Date

about the author

Melody Carlson is the award-
winning author of more than two 
hundred books, including the Dat-
ing gaMes series, the Life at kingston 
high series, Double Take, A Simple 
Song, and My Amish Boyfriend. 
She has received a Romantic Times 
Career Achievement Award in the 
inspirational market for her many 
books, including the Diary of a teenage girL series and Finding 
Alice. Melody and her husband live in Oregon. Find out 
more at www.melodycarlson.com.
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Available: July 21
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trade paper
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224 pages
Case Quantity: 52

ebook: $12.99
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Category: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Christian / 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

 • “Melody’s grip on teens and the way they 
think astounds me every time.” 
—Christian Manifesto

 • Delights readers with all the dresses, dates, 
dreams, and drama that com with prom night

 • Five friends join together and discover  
that friendship is more important than any 
one date

The girls of the Dating Games club have learned a lot this year—about boys, dating, 
friendship, and themselves. Now the school year is wrapping up, and the biggest 

date of all looms on the horizon: prom. With this new challenge comes a lot of extra 
pressure and expectations. Everyone wants the perfect dress, the perfect date, the 
perfect dance. But what happens when things don’t go according to plan?

Teen readers have found friends in these vibrant characters and will be thrilled to 
accompany them to the prom.

The Dating Games #4: 
Prom Date
The Dating Games #4
Melody Carlson

The Prom Is Coming—and the DG Girls  
Are Making Plans
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1 Shadows of the Past
978-0-8007-2260-9
2 A Promise to Protect
978-0-8007-2281-4

praise for the series

“Patricia Bradley’s writing is tight and believable. Shadows 
of the Past is well written and leaves no unanswered ques-
tions.”—New York Journal of Books on Shadows of the Past

about the author

Patricia Bradley’s manuscript 
for Shadows of the Past was a 
finalist for the 2012 Genesis 
Award, winner of a 2012 Daphne 
du Maurier award (1st place, 
Inspirational), and winner of a 
2012 Touched by Love award (1st 
place, Contemporary). Also the 
author of A Promise to Protect, 
Bradley is a published short story writer and is cofounder 
of Aiming for Healthy Families, Inc. She is a member of 
American Christian Fiction Writers and Romance Writers of 
America and makes her home in Mississippi. Learn more 
at www.ptbradley.com.
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Available: July 7
$14.99
978-0-8007-2282-1

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2333-3

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

 • Disappearances, broken promises, secrets,  
and murder haunt the tiny town of Logan 
Point, Mississippi

 • Homicide detective Livy Reynolds must work 
closely with the distractingly handsome Alex 
Jennings to solve the mystery

 • Will appeal to fans of Irene Hannon and  
Dee Henderson

It’s been more than two years since homicide detective Livy Reynolds’s cousin 
disappeared from Logan Point. Unlike most people in her hometown, Livy has never 

believed that Robyn left voluntarily. When Dallas private investigator Alex Jennings 
contacts Livy concerning a missing senator’s daughter who was last seen in Logan 
Point, she notices eerie similarities between the two disappearances. But with 
self-doubt plaguing her and an almost instant dislike of Jennings, Livy is finding this 
investigation an uphill battle. With her future in law enforcement on the line, can she 
find a way to work with a man who is her polar opposite?

Award-winning author Patricia Bradley keeps readers on the edge of their seats 
as they anticipate the outcome of the case—and the relationship between Livy and 
Alex—which is anything but certain.

Gone without a Trace
Logan Point #3
Patricia Bradley

History Is Repeating Itself—and Time  
Is Running Out

© Cheryl Meints
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The fist banging against the door 
made her jump. The dog tensed beside 
her, but didn’t make a sound. 

“Carlyn, open the door. I know you’re 
in there.” Curt Whitlow banged on the 
door again.

“Give the woman a chance to come to 
the door, Whitlow. You’re apt to scare her 
beating on the door that way.” 

The other man’s voice was calm with a 
sound of authority. Carlyn shut her eyes a 
moment. It wasn’t her house. She hadn’t 
been able to pay Curt Whitlow his due on 
it. He’d let her ride for almost a year because 
of Ambrose fighting for the Union, but 
when Ambrose didn’t come home after the 
war ended, his patience ran out. 

Now he was answering the man outside. 
“The Widow Kearney’s not that easy to scare.”

That word made her shake inside. Widow. 
It was harder to believe it wasn’t true. She 
hadn’t heard from Ambrose since Vicksburg in 
June 1863. Over two years ago. But she had 
no proof he was dead. The Army said missing. 
Missing wasn’t dead.  Ambrose might yet find 
his way home. It was a hope as fragile as the 
spun gossamer of a spider web. Even so, she’d 
made Ambrose a promise till death do them 
part and until she was sure death had parted 
them, she’d keep that promise. 

But whether she was ready to admit being a 
widow, she was losing her home.

A rap on the door brought her back to the 
problem at hand. A polite knock.  “Open the door, 
Mrs. Kearney. Please.”
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Ann H. Gabhart is the 
bestselling author of several 
Shaker novels—The Outsider, The 
Believer, The Seeker, The Blessed, 
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Sister, Small Town Girl, Love Comes 
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with her husband a mile from 
where she was born in rural Kentucky. Learn more at 
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Carlyn Kearney has spent two lonely years not knowing whether to mourn or to hope after she receives 
word from the Union Army that her husband is missing. The war ends without further word. Now 

penniless, in debt, and forced from her home, Carlyn seeks refuge at the Shaker village of Harmony Hill, 
only to discover that they will not allow her to keep her beloved dog, an animal that has been her faithful 
companion since her husband went off to war. Sheriff Mitchell Brody has pity on the lovely young woman 
and agrees to take the dog. Carlyn is just settling into life as a sister in the Shaker village when she receives 
a devastating letter confirming her worst fears. As she wrestles with whether to commit herself fully to the 
Shaker life, mysterious deaths begin to occur, and Carlyn comes under suspicion. Can Sheriff Mitchell help 
her expose the true culprit?

Bestselling author Ann H. Gabhart invites fans back to Harmony Hill for a story laced with intrigue, 
romance, and heart.

The Innocent
Ann H. Gabhart

 • At the close of the Civil War, 
Carlyn Kearny finds refuge 
with the Shakers at Harmony 
Hill and is forever changed
 • Gabhart’s previous Shaker 
novels have sold over 
350,000 copies
 • Characters overcome culture 
and tradition to embrace 
their love for each other

Brand-New Shaker Novel from 
Bestselling Author

© Memories by Chris
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Tracy Campbell turned into the drive 
for Harbor Point Cranberries, wincing as 
she bounced on the narrow bike seat. 
Who knew there were so many ruts 
and grooves on her two-mile route from 
town . . . or that she’d hit every one? And 
how could she only have noticed them 
today, after making this trip thousands 
of times?

Then again, she’ never been nursing a 
black and blue hip or a raw palm— 
all thanks to an oblivious pedestrian  
who didn’t have enough sense to stay out 
of traffic.

She huffed out a breath and tried  
to shift her anatomy into a more 
comfortable position.

Unfortunately, there wasn’t one.
At least she’d almost reached  

her destination.
Keeping one eye on the bumps in the 

gravel entry road, she surveyed the dike-
enclosed cranberry beds on either side, the 
plants lush with new growth, their pale pink 
flowers creating a sea of color. Gorgeous.  
Her favorite season on the farm. Or it would 
be until fall, when dark red cranberries 
bobbed to the surface of the flooded beds, 
creating a floating scarlet island against the 
brilliant blue sky.

Truth be told, every season here had a 
beauty all its own.

For you, anyway.
As the stomach-knotting caveat echoed  

in her mind, she squeezed the handlebars. This 
wasn’t the time to dwell on the past. Not when 
she was about to share some news with Uncle 
Bud that had serious ramifications for  
their future.
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Irene Hannon is the bestselling 
author of more than forty-five 
novels, including That Certain 
Summer, One Perfect Spring, and 
the heroes of QuantiCo, guarDians of 
JustiCe, and private JustiCe series. Her 
books have been honored with 
two coveted RITA Awards from 
Romance Writers of America, a 
Carol Award, three HOLT Medallions, a Daphne du Maurier 
Award, two Reviewers’ Choice Awards from RT Book Reviews 
magazine, a Retailers’ Choice Award, a Booksellers’ Best 
Award, and a National Readers’ Choice Award. In addition, 
she is a two-time Christy Award finalist, and Booklist 
included one of her novels in its “Top 10 Inspirational Fiction” 
list for 2011. She lives in Missouri. Learn more at  
www.irenehannon.com.
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shelf talker
978-0-8007-6991-8

Tracy Campbell never wanted to leave Hope Harbor, Oregon, or the idyllic three-generation cranberry 
farm where she grew up. But life—and love—altered her plans. When tragedy strikes and 

changes her plans yet again, she finds herself back in her hometown with a floundering farm to run 
and a heartbreaking secret. Romance is not on her agenda. Nor is it on Michael Hunter’s. The visitor from 
Chicago has daunting secrets of his own. But when Tracy recruits him to help save a struggling charitable 
organization, the winds of change begin to sweep through Hope Harbor, bringing healing, hope, and love 
to countless lives—including their own.

Fan favorite Irene Hannon brings a whole new cast of characters to life in a charming Oregon seaside 
village. Emotional and heartwarming, this story invites readers to come home to Hope Harbor, where love 
and hope bloom—and hearts heal.

Hope Harbor
Irene Hannon

 • Bestselling author excels at 
both tender, heartwarming 
romance and high-stakes, 
gripping romantic suspense

 • Praised as “one great  
story teller” by #1 New York 
Times bestselling author  
Debbie Macomber

 • A “multi-thread plot is woven 
beautifully together to create 
a tapestry that will enchant 
romantics of all ages.” 
—Publishers Weekly on One 
Perfect Spring

 • Two-time winner of the coveted 
RITA Award for romance fiction

 • Will appeal to fans of  
Karen Kingsbury and  
Susan May Warren

“Her expert storytelling taps at 
matters of the heart in lyrical, beautiful 

language.”—RT Book Reviews

© DeWeesePhotography.com
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“A truly remarkable work. The 
interweaving of three stories is faultless, 
the tension explosive. The story involving 
the intelligence community and military is 
extremely vivid and very well crafted.  
A wonderful read.” 
—Keith Hazard, deputy director,  
Central Intelligence Agency

“I was not prepared for this. It’s 
somewhere between spectacular and 
astonishingly compelling. The concept itself 
is so daring that one can’t quite anticipate in 
any cautionary way what is coming. Bunn’s 
writing has never been stronger.  The power 
of his style—especially in the presentation 
of situations, contexts, and geography—is 
enough, more or less in and of itself, to make 
the book a gripping and intense experience. It’s 
the daring of the plot and the fact that it works 
that astounds me most, however. Ultimately 
the acid test is that after I finished, I could not 
let it go. My head is still full of it; and that is a 
very, very good sign.” 
—Phyllis Tickle, senior contributing editor, 
Publishers Weekly

“What a thrilling ride. I was gripped from page 
one. This has bestseller written all over it.” 
—Charles Nettleton, director, Working Titles UK
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Thomas Locke is a pseudonym 
for Davis Bunn, the award-win-
ning novelist with total worldwide 
sales of seven million copies. His 
work has been published in twenty 
languages, and critical acclaim 
includes four Christy Awards for 
excellence in fiction. Davis divides 
his time between Oxford and 
Florida and holds a lifelong passion for speculative sto-
ries. As Thomas Locke, Davis is also the author of Emissary. 
Learn more at www.tlocke.com.
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Reese Clawson’s work is mind-bending—literally. Her company specializes in global data analysis for 
an elite group of industry executives, and now a lucrative government contract is moving her into the 

realm of cutting-edge intelligence gathering. She is determined to crack the limits of consciousness— 
and in doing so, the boundaries of secrets and lies. But her experiment crashes as test subjects slide  
into a coma-like state. Reese is left scrambling to maintain control, drawing three disparate people into  
the search for answers—an adrenaline-amped thrill junkie with altered brain chemistry, an Italian 
scientist working on remote-viewing technology, and a math prodigy whose algorithms subvert  
computer encryption. 

Will this piecemeal team prevail when a government operative is sent to investigate? As the threads of 
perception and reality become tangled and even time itself twists in unexpected directions, one warning 
remains clear: what you don’t know can kill you.

With a concept so daring and writing so gripping, readers will swiftly fall under the spell of Thomas 
Locke’s endlessly creative mind. This thrilling psychological journey into the very nature of causation and 
consciousness will leave them turning the pages and grasping for solid ground.

Trial Run
Fault Lines
Thomas Locke

 • In this high-concept thriller, 
competing forces race to 
master a dangerous and 
mind-bending technology 
 • A flawless work of 
astonishing complexity 
and explosive tension, 
drawn from the latest 
developments in life science 
and quantum theory
 • Locke’s background in the 
bio-pharmaceutical industry 
provides authenticity
 • Will appeal to fans of 
innovative films such as The 
Matrix, Avatar, and Inception

As Perception and Reality Become 
Tangled, One Warning Remains Clear—

What You Don’t Know Can Kill You
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Sarah Sundin is the author of With 
Every Letter, On Distant Shores, In 
Perfect Time, and the Wings of gLory 
series. In 2014, On Distant Shores was 
a finalist for the Golden Scroll Awards 
from both AWSA and the Christian 
Authors Network. In 2011, Sarah 
received the Writer of the Year Award 
at the Mount Hermon Christian Writers 
Conference. A graduate of UC San Francisco School of Pharmacy, 
she works on call as a hospital pharmacist. During WWII, her 
grandfather served as a pharmacist’s mate (medic) in the Navy 
and her great-uncle flew with the US Eighth Air Force in England. 
Sarah lives in California with her husband and three children. 
Visit www.sarahsundin.com for more information.
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 • Finalist for an AWSA Golden Scroll award and 
Christian Author’s Network Fiction Book of the 
Year for On Distant Shores

 • Captures the romance and nostalgia of  
World War II

 • The Boston Navy Yard sets the scene in  
the time leading up to the surprise attack  
at Pearl Harbor

It is 1941 and America teeters on the brink of war. Outgoing naval officer Ensign Jim 
Avery escorts British convoys across the North Atlantic in a brand-new destroyer, 

the USS Atwood. Back on shore, Boston Navy Yard secretary Mary Stirling does her 
work quietly and efficiently, happy to be out of the limelight. Yet, despite her reserved 
nature, she never could back down from a challenge. When evidence of sabotage 
on the Atwood is found, Jim and Mary must work together to uncover the culprit. 
A bewildering maze of suspects emerges, and Mary is dismayed to find that even 
someone close to her is under suspicion. With the increasing pressure, Jim and Mary 
find that many new challenges—and dangers—await them.

Sarah Sundin takes readers to the tense months before the US entered WWII. Read-
ers will encounter German U-boats and torpedoes, along with the explosive power of 
true love, in this hopeful and romantic story.

Through Waters Deep
Waves of Freedom #1
Sarah Sundin

Romance Blooms as War Clouds  
Gather in 1941 S u s p e n s eS u s p e n s e


